
ESSAY ROLE OF MEDIA SOCIETY

Free Essay: The Role of Media in the Society Media has always played a huge role in our society. For a long time media
was one of the methods of controlling.

In our college or workplace we are fed lot more information through books, CDs, notes and lectures. People
can listen, watch and read latest news whenever and wherever they want. Media is also not behind in religious
sphere. Print media has always been a dominant medium throughout the decades in the western civilization,
but it is the emergence of the television which has become the backbone ofIs this Essay helpful? It is also used
for traffic updates so that we can avoid that long and stressing line of cars. Without medi9a our life is
incomplete and is like a lamp without oil. It is true that media is playing an outstanding role in strengthening
the society. Media in Pakistan, though free, has many challenges to face. She should ensure the freedom of
media. To summarize, media can help stabilize and strengthen the country by playing educational and
informative role. It brings information readily; thus, play a significant role in our society. Several internal and
external pressures also make it harder for the media to remain independent Even a lay-man knows many things
about the latest discoveries and inventions taking place in the world. It opens new avenues of success for the
youth. For a peaceful and healthy environment, media must shun such differences and preserve real culture of
Pakistan. Though corruption seems to have permeated the very social fabric of our society. This paper
examines the Disney brand, the positives or negatives of the conglomeration, the diversity in programming
and their strong public identity The views projected by the media are not necessarily of the public or of the
employers. Indeed, it is instrumental in shaping the public opinion. This source of information could be
ranging from one person to any academic institution It can change opinions because they have access to
people and this gives it a lot of strength. Its role in updating the people about the happenings around the world
is great importance. The media focuses in bringing details of all major political situations, decisions and
scenarios. Advertisement: Almost all business concerns uses the power of media to sell their products. They
build our knowledge and strengthen our opinion about different things. Media itself can act as a true watchdog
and keep an eye on the government on the behalf of the public. A role, is the expected behaviour which is
associated with a status. Article 19th of the constitution of Pakistan, , guarantees the freedom of speech,
expression and the press. It has awakened man to live in peace with himself and with the forces of nature
around him. Mass Media and Society. The corrupt people are being exposed through Media to people.
Government must realize the importance of media in this modern age. Media has the bad effect of inducing
baseless ideas through advertisements. It changes moods and behaviours of people from conservative liberal.
It can prove very helpful in bringing about unity among the masses.


